TEXAS AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVE COUNCIL

SUMMER CO-OP INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

Our internship program
provides agricultural majors
with the opportunity to
gain first-hand knowledge
of how an agricultural
cooperative functions,
while helping students
actively develop their
professional and
communication skills

Contact Info:
(512) 450-0555

Tommy Engelke
Executive Vice President
tommy@texas.coop
Jessica Minter
Administration &
Communications Assistant
jessica@texas.coop

Website:
www.texas.coop
under "Career Center" tab

Connect With Us on
Facebook and LinkedIn
at Texas Agricultural
Cooperative Council

WORK

LEARN

Potential hosting co-ops
are located across the
state and offer a dynamic
range of industry
knowledge in cotton, grain
and farm supply
operations. Interns have
the opportunity to gain
real-life work experience
in varying areas of
business such as
marketing, accounting,
sales, and operations

Connect the dots
between work completed
and lessons taught in the
classroom, and what it
takes to run a successful,
farmer-focused
agribusiness. Expand your
understanding of the
cooperative business
model and develop a
professional skillset

EARN
This is a paid internship
opportunity, with housing
provided! Students may
also have the opportunity
to gain class credit
counting toward their
major for completion of
the program. With
manager approval, interns
are invited to attend an
industry-wide meeting in
Ruidoso, New Mexico and
a legislative-focused trip
to Austin, Texas

QUALIFICATIONS:
Completed at least sophomore level work
Cumulative GPA of 2.5 or higher

PREFERRED:
Major is in agriculture
Ability to communicate effectively with agricultural producers
An individual who is self-motivated, reliable, flexible, teachable, willing to work
Experience or interest in cotton ginning, grain, or farm supply
Completed relevant course work such as accounting, communications,
futures & options, agricultural economics, soil science, etc.

TACC
TACC 2021
2021 Summer
Summer Co-op
Co-op Interns
Interns in
in Austin,
Austin, Texas
Texas

TEXAS AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVE COUNCIL

SUMMER CO-OP INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Selection Process::

1) Application:
Submit a one-page cover letter and current resume (in PDF format) to Tommy Engelke (tommy@texas.coop)
or Jessica Minter (jessica@texas.coop)
You will receive an email to sign up for an interview time slot
2) Interview:
Anyone who applies is guaranteed an interview!
Conducted via Zoom
Panel style interview with 4-6 members consisting of TACC staff, industry representatives, agricultural university
faculty, past interns, etc.
3) Matching:
TACC serves as a placement agency to match candidates with hosting cooperatives of compatible culture and
work style to ensure the most productive and enjoyable "fit." This could be based on a candidates' specific
interest (cotton, grain, farm supply, commodity markets, etc.), learning style, or career goals.
4) Formal Hiring & Onboarding:
TACC will inform intern candidates of decision reached
Interns hired will be put into contact with their host manager, who will take over the process from there

Frequently Asked Questions::
What is a cooperative?
A cooperative is a type of business formed, owned and governed by its members, in this case, the farmers who
trade their commodities with the co-op. At the end of the year, members reap the financial reward in the form of
a patronage dividend, or check, equal to their percent of business with the company.
Where did co-ops come from?
The cooperative business model grew popular in the 1920s and 1930s during periods of economic adversity
primarily for three reasons: 1) necessary processing services were not provided in the area; 2) co-ops were able to
provide these services at a more competitive price; 3) this allowed farmers to consolidate market power and
compete against larger corporations.
Well, I've never heard of any co-ops...
Actually, if you recognize companies like Land O' Lakes, Ocean Spray, Sun-Maid and Blue Diamond, then you're
already familiar with some of the largest co-ops in the world! Each one of these companies was formed, and is still
owned and governed by farmers today.
What is Texas Agricultural Cooperative Council's role?
As an organization, TACC serves as the voice of agricultural cooperatives by representing and furthering the
interests of these agribusinesses in the Texas legislature in Austin. They are also the premiere education and
training organization for all levels of the co-op business structure. In an internship capacity, TACC serves as the
coordinating placement agency to match interested students with a hosting cooperative and manager.
How can I learn more about the internship program or the cooperative business model?
TACC staff can be reached at any time by email, or during business hours at (512) 450-0555
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Your Name
1234 Your Address
City, State XXXXX

email@gmail.com
(XXX) XXX-XXXX
August 16, 2021

Business letter heading:
Date

Tommy Engelke
Executive Vice President
Texas Agricultural Cooperative Council
1210 San Antonio St., Ste. 101
Austin, Texas 78701

Name of Contact
Contact's Position
Organization/Company
Address

Dear Mr. Engelke,
In the first paragraph, introduce yourself and give a brief background, such as your degree program or other related
experiences, to explain where your expertise lies. For this internship specifically, include your hometown. Write about
where you found/heard about the position, why you are interested in applying, and why you would be a good candidate,
even if you do not have an extensive farm background.
Use the body paragraph(s) to highlight your specific skills and experiences that will directly translate to the position.
Action verbs and numbers are two ways to quantify and display how your education and experiences qualify you for the
position. Relate your background and skills directly to elements of the job description, and you may even find ways to
incorporate language used by the hiring manager. This is where you have the opportunity to expand on, not just
regurgitate, the highlights of your resume.
To go the extra mile, research information about the company or industry you’re applying to. Explain how you directly fit
into the direction the industry is taking, or even how you can help push the company forward to achieve goals. As a hint,
the more you can convince the reader that you are stable, have a proven work ethic, and can “speak the farmer language,”
the greater the interest an ag company will have.
Conclude the cover letter with a “call to action,” or how the reader/hiring manager can pursue you—and make it easy for
them. Let them know your interest in being interviewed, what materials have been included, and give pertinent contact
information such as an email and phone number. If you have extra materials pertinent to the position available, such as
writing samples or a design portfolio, then offer to provide any extra information. Lastly, thank the reader for considering
your application and indicate that you look forward to their response.
Sincerely,

Jessica Minter
Enclosed: resume

THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND:
Be mindful of using “I” too often in the cover letter.
Read, re-read, and triple check your cover letter for easy grammar
and spelling mistakes. Or, have a friend/family member edit it!
Limit cover letter to just one page.
Include your signature! Print and sign the cover letter, scan the
document, and email the final PDF back to yourself to pass on.

Your Name
email@gmail.com
(XXX) XXX-XXXX

1234 Your Address
City, State XXXXX

OBJECTIVE

IF you choose to include an objective, it should be 1-2 sentences describing your top skill(s) and relate it directly to
the position you’re applying to. Focus on what you can provide the employer, and be specific!
EDUCATION

Best State University, City, State
Degree Earned

Expected Graduation: Month Year
GPR: X.XX

List all education
experiences
including
previous college

WORK EXPERIENCE

Current Workplace, City, State
Beginning Month Year – Present
Position
Use action words to describe responsibilities, daily/periodical tasks completed, and accomplishments.
Look for ways to include numbers to quantify your abilities and accomplishments within the position.
Each bullet point should be concise, while still conveying the applicability of your abilities to the company.
The heading on this entry is emphasizing the company you worked for. This is the preferred format.
Student Intern
Beginning Month Year – Ending Month Year
Company, City, State
This is also the place to include any internships or work study programs you have completed.
The above suggestions for crafting bullet points also applies here.
Contrary to the above entry, this heading emphasizes the position held. You decide which to highlight, but keep
the format consistent throughout the entire resume!
Previous Workplace, City, State
Beginning Month Year – Ending Month Year
Position
The work experience section can be ordered two ways: in chronological order, or by significance as it relates to
the position.
Always include the most relevant experiences as they relate to the job opening and what the company is looking
for.
LEADERSHIP

Organization, University
Month Year – Present/Month Year
Position
If you have served in any leadership positions on student organizations, clubs or for your college, include them
here.
Keep using action verbs and numbers to display your involvement and abilities, and convey what skills and
accomplishments you can bring to the position.
LEADERSHIP

Skill
Only include this section if you have a unique or highly coveted skill such as: speaking a second or third
language, a welding certificate, a CDL license, etc.
Still include bullet points that quantify and expand on your use of the skill.
THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND:
USE YOUR RESOURCES such as the university's writing center, a professor, or TA to help you craft bullet point language and edit!
Consider the relevancy of experience/accomplishments and work to include more recent and relevant involvement. For example,
listing a college job/internship experience that relates directly to the job opening, or stopping reporting high school accomplishments
after sophomore year of college.
Limit resume to just one page.

Coke - Coleman - Concho - Irion - McCulloch - Menard - Runnels - Schleicher - Tom Green

Counties served
Board of Directors:

Doyle Schniers — President
Bernie Fuchs — Vice President
Curtis Wilde — Secretary
Edward Dusek — Director
Erwin Schwartz, Jr. — Director
Marcus Gerngross — Director
Brantley Hoelscher — Director

Director Terms:

3 Years

General Manager:

Mina Abbott

Year Chartered:

1950

Number of Active Members:

258

Number of Customers:

487

3 Year Average Annual
Employment Economic
Impact:

$1.1 Million

Fiscal Year End:

April 30th

Number of Employees:

12 — Full Time
2 — Part Time
20 — Seasonal

P.O. Box 198
Wall, TX 76957

■ Although the cotton gin portion of the business is clearly the bread-winner for Wall Co-op, DIVERSITY,
is a large component of the vision of the board of directors. Such variety, as is equally displayed by
many farmers and ranchers in their own operations, allows a segment that may suffer one season to
bring stability to the entire enterprise by virtue of strength of another department.
■ The co-op has a reputation for providing leadership extending far beyond Wall, Texas . . .
- Board Chairman Doyle Schniers was once chairman of a statewide trade association
representing all cotton producers in the state --- The Texas Cotton Producers Association.
- Co-op member Kenneth Dierschke served for nearly a decade, in the early 2000s, as president
of the largest farm organization in the state --- The Texas Farm Bureau.

48 bales / hour

Gin Capacity:

■ The “sense of community” that is shared throughout the co-op leadership has developed into a
deeply – rooted feeling of convenience, heart, and small - town values to the area. This
translates into a company that feels local, acts local and IS local.
■ In the 1990s, the co-op hosted then Governor George W. Bush to the co-op for a fire-side chat with
farmers for 45 minutes one morning. The gathering was so well received, the Governor extended his
stay for 90 minutes.
■ This co-op business model, in which farmers own and control the business, is a risk – reducer in itself
because it allows producers to spread their risk over a shared SEASONAL venture, thereby allowing
personal finances to be spent in other segments of their farming operation.
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455,000 bushels

Grain Capacity:

a Strategy ofellence...
Exc

2005

◆ Combined the #1 and #2 gin plants into one operation

Land Use:

~ 20% irrigated

2010

◆ Purchased a 2011 Peterbuilt module truck with a Stover module bed

(approximate)

~ 80% dryland

2011

◆ Purchased a new Peterbuilt module truck with a new Stover module bed
◆ Installed a Lipsey Gintech Round Module Flipper

A Cornacopia of Products and Services
◆ Cotton

Ginning
Marketing

◆ Agronomy
Seed
Chemical

◆ Fuel

Unleaded Gas
On - road Diesel
Off - road Diesel

◆ Grain

Storage
Marketing

■ Wall Co-op is one of only eight agricultural cooperatives in Texas that has at least three predominant
segments in their portfolio: a cotton gin, a grain operation and a farm supply center. Many others have
just a gin or just a grain and farm supply operation.
■ With the opening of the co-op’s new farm supply center and country store and with the addition of
novelties and other consumer products, the vision of co-op leadership is to not only honor the
traditions of the past, but to also provide an additional strategy for long term viability.

33.27

Gin Turnout:

B) 325-651-4263
F) 325-651-7493

Differentiating part
A
Sets Us

◆ Purchased Westside Gin including 31 acres of land, all buildings, ginning
equipment, and module trucks

2014
2015

◆ Farm Store

Household
Plow & harvest accessories
Tools
Lubricants
Tires and tire shop
Feed
Electrical
Farm supplies
Fencing
Gardening
Clothing
Hydraulic hoses

2016
2017

◆ Purchased a hydraulic tramper
◆ Purchased a new seed scale
◆ Installed new split 10 foot precleaning machinery
◆ Samuel Jackson installed 4 new heaters and moisture mirror system with
incorporated moisture sensors and flow analyzers to maximize drying and
cleaning capabilities
◆ Installed VFDs and converted the module feeder to an inline drive system
◆ Purchased a hydraulic pusher
◆ Replaced an existing grain tank at the #2 grain elevator, which was damaged
by wind, and increased bushel capacity by 11,000 bushels
◆ Installed a new truck scale at the #2 grain elevator
◆ Installed a new Signode Gin Fast Bale Packaging system which will
eliminate the need for strapping cotton bales and increase ginning efficiency
◆ Constructed a new Wall Co-op Country Store to better meet the growing needs
of producers as well as the surrounding community

■ With the installation of the Signode Bale Packaging System this year, Wall Co-op became one of the few
cotton gins in the U. S. to move to this new technology. The result: much - improved and more efficient
ginning operations, plus providing the cotton in a form that is most attractive to mills.
■ Did You Know: that many food companies such as Land O’Lakes, Welch’s Grape, Blue Diamond
Almonds, Sunkist, Ocean Spray Cranberries, Florida Natural Pride Orange Juice, Tree Top Apple Juice
and others are also successful agricultural cooperatives!
■ Consumers tend to deal with those businesses, like a co-op, where their money stays local, rather than
shipping it off to some corporate box store office in another state.
■ Unlike many agribusiness firms in the area, Wall Co-op carries a patron’s product much further up the
ownership and marketing chain, allowing for additional producer revenue far beyond the turnrow...
- The co-op’s cottonseed is sent to PYCO Industries, a co-op in Lubbock, where it is shipped for
oil processing and made into feed, pharmaceuticals, and cosmetics, and
- Their cotton bales are trucked to Sweetwater and stored and later marketed and shipped out
all over the world by Plains Cotton Cooperative Association (PCCA). PCCA is a co-op and a
marketer of nearly 30% of all U.S. cotton.

Percent of..
Sales
51.7 % Cotton
16.4 % Grain
17.7 % Fuel
14.2 % Store

Margins
86.5 % Cotton
6.5 % Grain
4.3 % Fuel
2.7 % Store

